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Step into the Enchanting Realm of Stolen by Darkness

Prepare yourself for a literary adventure that will ignite your imagination
and transport you to a world of mystical enchantment and thrilling intrigue.
Stolen by Darkness, the captivating first installment in the Dark Fae Trilogy,
unveils a mesmerizing tale that blends fantasy, paranormal romance, and
the eternal struggle between light and darkness.

Unravel the Enigmatic Plot

At the heart of Stolen by Darkness lies an extraordinary heroine, Shai, a
human captive who finds herself thrust into a realm of formidable Fae
warriors. As she navigates this unfamiliar territory, Shai's life takes an
unexpected turn when she encounters the enigmatic fae warrior, Rokan.
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Bound by an ancient prophecy, their paths intertwine, setting off a chain of
events that will challenge their very existence.

Amidst the treacherous landscape of the Fae realm, Shai and Rokan must
confront their forbidden love, unravel ancient secrets, and face the
impending threat that looms over their world. With each step they take, they
uncover a deeper understanding of their destinies and the epic battle that
awaits them.
Discover Enchanting and Complex Characters

Stolen by Darkness introduces a cast of characters that will captivate your
heart and fuel your imagination.

Shai, a strong-willed human captive who possesses a hidden power
that will shape her destiny.

Rokan, a mysterious and alluring fae warrior torn between his duty
and his heart's desire.

Kyran, a cunning and enigmatic Fae lord with his own sinister agenda.

Nia, a wise and compassionate Fae seer who guides Shai on her
perilous journey.

Lorcan, a loyal and protective Fae warrior who stands by Shai's side.

Explore Captivating Themes

Beyond its enchanting storyline, Stolen by Darkness delves into profound
themes that resonate with readers of all ages.

Forbidden love: The tale explores the forbidden romance between
Shai and Rokan, a human and a Fae, navigating the challenges and



societal constraints that threaten their bond.

The battle between light and darkness: Stolen by Darkness weaves
a compelling narrative that pits the forces of good and evil against
each other, highlighting the eternal struggle for balance and harmony.

Self-discovery and growth: Through Shai's journey, the novel
emphasizes the importance of self-discovery and personal growth, as
she embraces her true potential and finds strength within herself.

The power of prophecy: The story delves into the enigmatic realm of
prophecy and its profound impact on the characters' lives, shaping
their destinies and setting them on a collision course with fate.

A Literary Gem Awaiting Your Discovery

Stolen by Darkness is an unputdownable tale that will enthrall you from the
first page to the very last. With its captivating storyline, enchanting
characters, and profound themes, this novel is a true gem in the world of
fantasy literature. Immerse yourself in the captivating world of the Fae and
experience the magic, danger, and heart-stopping romance that unfolds in
Stolen by Darkness.

Prepare to be captivated by this extraordinary tale, the perfect escape into
a realm where imagination reigns supreme.
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The Misted Mirror: Mindfulness for Schools and
Universities
What is The Misted Mirror? The Misted Mirror is a mindfulness program
designed for schools and universities. It provides students with the tools
they...
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